Africa (1750-1870)

New Africa State

Southern Africa

- 1818: Zulu Kingdom (one leader)
- Swazi kingdom
- Kingdom of Lesotho

West Africa

- Usaman dan Fodio
- 1804: Sokoto Caliphate

Modernization in Northeastern Africa

Egypt

- After Napoleon’s rule, Muhammad Ali ruled Egypt (1805-1848)
- Ali’s project of westernization: Combination of western technical expertise and Islamic traditions

Ethiopia

- 1840’s, Emperor Téwodros
- Aids from Protestant missionaries

European Penetration of Africa

France

- 1830 French Invade Algeria
- ‘Abd al-Qadir led Algerian resistance

European expeditions

- Geographic discoveries
- To assess Africa’s mineral wealth
- To convert Africans to Christianity
- David Livingston
  - He was the first person to penetrate the African rain forest